
KOSMOS
The digital trading platform in the Cloud!

With 35 years of experience, more than 150 auctions 

run successfully on Aucxis technology every day.  As 

world market leader in E-Trade solutions, we observed 

that customer needs were changing influenced by the 

digital (r)evolution. 

In response to market demand, we started 

brainstorming over a solution with a strong emphasis on 

centralized, online tools for buyers and sellers.

The current auction clock applications require a lot of 

hardware and software on the auction site, while users 

want to be able to work more flexibly and 

independently. 

After extensive research, KOSMOS was born, our 

standard web-based trading and information system. 

This innovative solution enables buyers to buy from a 

standard PC, or mobile using an iPad or smartphone. 

The information portal offers personal and general 

reports to the various user groups.

With the KOSMOS 
trading platform,
you keep pace with 
the rapidly evolving digitization 
and the opportunities and needs 
arising from it. 

Patrick Bauwens, Business Unit Manager
E-Trade & Process Control



Ÿ Extendable

Ÿ Independent

Ÿ Generic

Ÿ User-friendly

Ÿ Flexible

Ÿ Stand-alone auction 

or in cluster

Ÿ Regular updates 

Ÿ Multilingual

Ÿ Microsoft Azure 

Cloud Services

Ÿ Always and 

everywhere available

Ÿ Safe back-up data

Ÿ 24h/24h support

Ÿ GDPR compliant

Ÿ Limited basic 

investment

Ÿ Easily extendable

KOSMOS
The digital trading platform in the Cloud!

KOSMOS is a platform to which suppliers, buyers, auction employees and other users can connect 

through an internet connection. The user logs in on the web page and can use the software 

applications based on his rol and rights - no download or software installation required!

Independent use

Alle functions are available to organise an auction with 

different clocks. Depending on the project 

requirements, Aucxis configures the number of clocks, 

product descriptions, product locations, where 

applicable: the number of auctions that commercially 

cooperates (cluster), etc. The administrator defines the 

different users and their rights and roles.

Every auction or cluster determines for itself how many 

fields are needed to describe its product (size, class etc.) 

and composes its own catalogues. The layout of the 

buyer/auctioneer screen is determined at the start of 

the project.  

Modular web platform
 
The web application contains more than the auction 

process. Through the information portal buyers/sellers 

can also request general statistics or personal 

information based on the stored transactions. 

Furthermore, there is constant data synchronisation 

between KOSMOS and the administrative package of the 

auction, if applicable.  For this, one can use the standard 

provided REST-API or a customized interface

(csv, html, ...).
 
Generic software

KOSMOS was developed in .NET and has an MS-SQL 

database. We offer guaranteed operation and support 

when opening the web application via Google Chrome.
For users who want to work independently from a

PC-based browser, there is the KOSMOS app. 

Existing auction infrastructure can be maintained

Kosmos can be seamlessly linked to existing Aucxis 

auction infrastructure (computerised auction room, 

Moby-Clock, ...).

Continuous development

KOSMOS evolves along with the needs of the market 

and its users. The KOSMOS evolution contract offers, 

among other things, 24-hour support, bug fixing, 

software updates and functionalities at the request of 

the market.

CLOUDKOSMOS



CONFIGURATION

2020

2021

2022

ROADMAP
Rising clock
Product photos

Web shop, eBay-like module

Backoffice (A-Fish)
Mediation and contract sales
Traceability from supply to sale
Reverse sale

Additional functionalities are integrated every 
year in response to market demand.



FUNCTIONALITIES
AUCTION EMPLOYEE

Ÿ Define suppliers

Ÿ Define buyers and sub-buyers

Ÿ Define auction markets, product locations 
and product zones

Ÿ Define product and master data

Ÿ Define ticket printers

Ÿ Define user rights

Ÿ Define credit limits per buyer

Ÿ User behaviour analysis

Ÿ Interface Aucxis auction room| Moby-Clock

Ÿ Automatic import of exchange rates

Ÿ Calculate additional cost for buyers for 
other currencies (functionality at cluster 
level)

Ÿ License management

Ÿ Input supply forecast

Ÿ Register or import supply
(option: link with balance)

Ÿ Print supply tickets per lot

Ÿ Define order of sale

Ÿ Print transaction tickets during the sale at 
the exact locations

Ÿ Retrieve statistics/reports

Management of the platform

Preparation of the sale

Product definition



Ÿ Send supply forecast to buyers via e-mail

Ÿ Create catalogue

Ÿ Define sales order

Ÿ Select sales method

Ÿ Start price (automatic and/or manual)

Ÿ Launch clock

Ÿ Snap (protection of too low start price)

Ÿ Insight in average price

Ÿ Audio connection buyer

Ÿ Transaction buffer that allows correction of 
possible faults

Ÿ Retrieve reports

Ÿ Create real-time and predefined (pause) 
messages

FUNCTIONALITIES
AUCTIONEER

Organisation of the sale

Clock Settings

Clock Settings



FUNCTIONALITIES
BUYER

Ÿ Personalize buying screen layout via widgets

Ÿ Consult supply forecast

Ÿ Consult catalogue

Ÿ Mark lots

Ÿ Make prebids

Ÿ Create and manage shopping list

Ÿ Follow live auction

Ÿ Credit overview

Ÿ Transaction overview

Ÿ Audio connection with auctioneer when making 
transactions

Ÿ Define 'My price' field

Ÿ Indication of price trends

Ÿ (Historical) transaction overview

Ÿ (Historical) overview of average prices of 
each agreed product category

Ÿ Other requested statistics

Preparation and buying

Retrieve reports

Buyer screen 

Purchase confirmation 



Ÿ Communicate supply forecast

Ÿ Request prices of own supply

Ÿ Follow sales

Ÿ General reports 

Ÿ Personal (historical) reports

Supply, follow, consult

Buyer supply monitor

Buyer prebid screen

FUNCTIONALITIES
SUPPLIER



The KOSMOS app is a user-friendly tool for the mobile 

buyer and is usable for Apple iOS and Android. 

Ÿ Buying on one clock

Ÿ Convenient switching between the available clocks

Ÿ View supply forecast 

Ÿ Request reports

Ÿ Credit check

Ÿ Visualization of 'My clock price' with underlying 
formula, e.g. currency conversion

Ÿ View invoices in PDF with notification when a new 
invoice is available

Ÿ Mark lots

Ÿ Draw up shopping list

Functionalities

Future extensions

FUNCTIONALITIES
KOSMOS APP

KOSMOS has potentially put 

Brixham Trawler Agents years 

ahead of our competitors in 

becoming the leading fish market 

in England.

Barry Young
Managing Director Brixham Trawler Agents

Contact
our experts! Zavelstraat 40

9190 Stekene, Belgium
+32 3 790 17 17
info@aucxis.com

Aucxis cvba

in

Aucxis: expert in business 
automation

With more than 35 years of international 

experience, our E-TRADE department offers 

advanced systems for auctioning and selling 

agricultural products (fish, fruit, vegetables, 

flowers, coffee, ...).  

Our solutions include computerized auction 

rooms, mobile auction systems and bidding 

and selling platforms in the cloud.

https://www.aucxis.com
https://www.aucxis.com
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